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Facing Performance Problems While Carrying Out Different operations in Outlook 2007 due to large
.pst file? -Microsoft Outlook 2007 stops responding while carrying out different operations like
opening Outlook emails that have large attachments, moving or copying emails from one folder to
another, sending emails with large attachments and delivery of emails. These symptoms of Outlook
2007 slow performance get seen probably at times of synchronization and mail delivery. They get
seen often, when the PST file of Outlook 2007 reaches or is about to reach 2 GB size or more. The
reason, why such problems of slow performance, occurs in Outlook 2007, is that the Outlook 2007
creates a new data structure for accommodation of new features and facilities and the frequency of
writing data on hard disk increases in this new structure as the number of items increases in PST
file. You cannot create PST file in Outlook 2007 without this new data structure.

How to resolve problem of Outlook 2007 slow performance?-An update called, Update 933493, is
available from Microsoft to make the performance of Outlook 2007 better at times of execution of
general operations like reading emails, sending and receiving emails, moving emails, deleting
emails and downloading emails. This update helps improving the responsiveness of Outlook 2007
for users, who have large mailbox file .pst.

How this update helps making the performance of Outlook 2007 better? â€“This update optimizes the
pattern in which Outlook 2007 writes data on hard disk and reduces the disk consumption while
writing. After update in Outlook 2007, the users can quickly copy and move email messages from
one folder to another, the users can download email messages that have large attachments without
any problem, the users can quickly empty their Outlook mailbox by deleting the email messages,
and many more.

What if update 933493 doesn't work for Outlook 2007 users? - If Update 933493 update doesn't
work for Outlook 2007 users and they become unable to experience the quick responsiveness of
Outlook 2007, they can choose to split Personal folder file PST Outlook 2007. By splitting the PST
file of Outlook 2007, the users can make Outlook performance better and they can also safe
Outlook database from corruption. Large sized Outlook PST database always stay more prone to
corruption.

How to Split Personal Folders File PST Outlook 2007-Split PST tool can be used to split personal
folders file PST of Outlook 2007. PST file can get split by size, by folders, by date and by year with
the help of this Split PST tool.
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Andy Watson - About Author:
Company has provided many outstanding products for several PST management requirements of
Outlook 2007 users. PST Upgrade, Add PST and Split PST are the examples. Among them, Split
PST offers multiple options to split a Personal folder file PST Outlook 2007.
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